
 

 
 

Team Building in the forest 
 
Team building is available on Thursday afternoon between 1:30 and 4:30. Have a look through the four 
categories and pick a selection of activities (approximately 3-4) with your team. Timings are very rough and 
will depend on numbers, focus, ability and the weather! Think... lighting a fire in the rain, possible but takes 
longer than a sunny day with a light breeze! All activities are outdoors! This has the added benefit of 
lowering cortisol (stress hormone) and giving you a happier, healthier team. Listening to bird song and just 
looking at the colour green reduces cortisol. Also means appropriate clothing for the weather is necessary. 
A shelter will be erected in inclement weather but it's just a shelter! If you're coming from a 20 degree 
heated office the weather can be 10 degrees or more cooler this means you may need to wear even more 
clothing than anticipated as it will feel really really cold. It can be muddy in the woods at any time of year, 
most of the year really, and so good foot wear is vital. 
 
 
Creative 
- willow/hazel hearts [notes: willow or hazel's availability depends on the time of year, willow from autumn 
through winter and hazel spring through summer, we walk through the woods to collect this, ensuring 
responsible cutting, and then make our way back to base to make the hearts, rough time: 20-40 minutes] 
- needle felting star/butterfly hangers [notes: includes all equipment and materials, suitable for beginners or 
those with no experience rough time: 20-30 minutes] 
- God’s eye weaving using wool and sticks an attractive decoration for the home [notes: n/a, rough time: 15 
minutes +] 
- make the boss (just for fun!) or a small oil burner out of clay [notes: reeds for the little clay burner are 
seasonal, rough time: 5 minutes +] 
- loose parts – take a walk around the woods gather items as we go to create art/mandalas [notes: 
seasonal loose parts, will really depend on what we find as we explore the woods, rough time: 20-40 
minutes] 
 
Challenge – against the clock or each other (or as stand alone activities, if you'd rather). These 
activities can be built into a team challenge think along the lines of can one team cross the woods, without 
touching the floor to build a shelter, light a fire and cook a marshmallow before the other team… 
- rope ladder [notes: learn the knots and make a rope ladder, not strong enough for an adult, rough time: 
20-40 minutes] 
- shelter building [notes: these rough time: 20-40 minutes] 
- fire lighting [notes: using a flint a steel rough time: 20-40 minutes] 
- bows and arrows and some target practise (not at each other, just saying…) [notes: this includes a walk 
around the wood to collect the willow or hazel (seasonal) to use to make bows and arrows, these are small 
fun items) rough time: 20-40 minutes] 
- slacklining [notes: rough time: open ended] 
- orienteering (a basic/short course) [notes: involves walking around the woods rough time: 20-40 minutes] 
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Calming 
- guided relaxation – a deep guided relaxation based on the principal’s of yoga nidra, this will calm even the 
most stressed out team! [notes: blankets and yoga mats or something similar ideally, let me know if one or 
two members are short as I can likely help out, rough time: 15-40 minutes] 
- based on the loose principals Shinrin-yoku (the Japanese practise of forest bathing originating in the 
1980s proven to have both physical and mental health benefits) this is an immersive woodland experience 
using a few of the invitations of Shinrin-yoku to really deepen your connection with the wood. [rough time: 
20-120 minutes] 
 
Cooking/snacks 
This is a little weather dependent, obviously lighting and maintaining a fire for significant periods of time in 
inclement weather can prove to be a challenge in itself! Whilst items cook one of the other activities can be 
incorporated. 
- s'mores (marshmallow sandwiched in between two chocolate biscuits) [notes: marshmallows are not 
vegetarian however these can be bought and brought from places like Holland and Barrett time: 3 minutes 
per group, 3 people at a time] 
- popcorn [notes: this is a simple task made using the high tech popcorn maker!!! Only requiring one 
person's input can be used as a snack alongside another item or on it's own rough time: 10-20 minutes] 
- soup [notes: any food allergies must be highlighted beforehand, raw ingredients will be brought ot be 
prepared in the wood and cooked by your team, carrot and lentil or pea and ham (note the peas will be 
whole), for an additional cost a home made soup can be brought and reheated on the fire, rough time: 
20-40 minutes] 
- stew [notes: any food allergies must be highlighted beforehand, raw ingredients will be brought ot be 
prepared in the wood and cooked by your team, rough time: 20-120 minutes] 
- chocolate orange cakes [rough time: 45 minutes] 
- baked bananas with chocolate [rough time: 20 minutes] 
 
What to do next 
Contact me (Jane admin@aceforestschool.co.uk) with: 
1. Your name 
2. Your company name 
3. Your contact number and email 
4. Your choice of activities 
5. How long you want to be in the woods for and the date/s you’re looking at 
 
And I will get back to you with a quote and to confirm availability. Please remember team building is only 
available on a Thursday afternoon at Fir Tree Farm, Pimbo Lane, King's Moss WA11 8RG 
 
Once you have received your quote, and if you decide you want to go ahead with the booking, it is 
confirmed on full payment.  
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